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Abstract

Source code data of large software systems tend to be very complex. To visualize and navigate these data pools, in a manner to reveal specific software traits, remains a challenge to date.

In this thesis we present an exploration strategy for navigating such source code data. We generate graphical views that expose specific design aspects, such as bad smells, and hotspots in general. The approach uses sequences of such views to incrementally gather knowledge about the code in scope. This finally allows us to identify entities of questionable design.

Our approach uses the measurement mapping principle combined with kiviat diagrams to visualize system entities. We further present a prototype implementation as an Eclipse plug-in and evaluate it in a case study, analyzing parts of the Mozilla source code.
Zusammenfassung

Programmcode von großen Software Systemen tendiert dazu sehr komplex zu werden. Diese Daten zu visualisieren und navigieren, so dass spezifische Charakterzüge des Programmcode s hervorgehoben werden, ist nach wie vor eine Herausforderung.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software systems tend to get large and complex during their lifetime. They are subject to constant change and extensions in numerous ways. In addition, people leave projects, new developers join the team, documentation gets sloppy, or is never done at all. Sooner or later, there comes a time when the people working on a software system cease to know anything about the tricks and traps hidden within this behemoth, being their work.

This is where reverse engineering comes into play. How can we recover from the raw source code data what we have lost along the way? While there exist concepts how to systematically recover the architecture and structure of a software, our set of mind is a bit more optimistic, since we assume that unknown software systems are not entirely bad. We will focus on how to specifically expose unfortunate structures or bad smells [FBB+ 99].

We are going to do this using the concept of measurement mapping as the base of our approach. This will lead to a graphical representation of source code data with so-called kiviat diagrams. How we will navigate the complexity of software systems with the help of the mentioned visualization is the core subject of this thesis.

1.1 Contribution

Our goal is to propose a simple and useful way of navigating source code data using kiviat graphs as presented in the ArchView approach [Pin05]. Thus simplifying the analysis of large and unknown source code data and maybe even make a first step to standardization of such analyses. We will use kiviat graphs to devise views that highlight specific source code aspects, such as bad smells. We will further present a strategy called incremental exploration that uses sequences of such views to gather knowledge about a target system. During the thesis a prototype Eclipse plug-in implementing these concepts will be developed. Finally, we evaluate our tool in a case study, analyzing parts of the Mozilla source code, and discuss the results.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 presents different concepts of investigating and navigating source code data, considered as related work. In chapter 3 our approach to the problem is presented. Starting with our own thoughts of inspecting large graphs, leading to the principles of incremental exploration and finally examples of useful view configurations and their analysis. The subsequent chapter will describe the implementation of our approach, the Kiviat Navigator. Our tool will finally be put to the test in the case study, in chapter 5, where we will apply our methods to a subset of the Mozilla
web browser source code. In the final chapter we will conclude the thesis and give an outlook for future work.
In this chapter we review concepts and tools that focus on layout techniques and navigation of source code data, which is a part of information visualization. Before we focus on a few closely related approaches, we will do a fast sweep of the vast field of other interesting work.

First of all, there are visualization techniques that make use of the third dimension. One way of using 3D would be to add the dimension of time to 2D views, a concept presented by [SDB98]. Another approach is given by the source viewer 3D (sv3D) [MMF03], that uses an extension of SeeSoft [ESS92] to represent software systems.

Then there are concepts that focus on visualizing runtime information of programs, such as the program explorer [LN95].

Finally, coming back to the frame where our thesis best fits in, there are static visualizations. A taxonomy of software visualization of this kind is given by Price et al. [PBS93]. In this class belong approaches like Rigi [MK88], SeeSoft [ESS92], SHriMP [SWFM97] and CodeCrawler [LD03]. We will describe two of these concepts in more detail in the next sections.

We start with an introduction to polymetric views, the visualization method that is our primary focus. Next, two software tools, that use polymetric views to inspect source code data will be briefly presented, CodeCrawler [LD03] and ArchView [Pin05]. Finally, the SHriMP approach [SWFM97] is presented, and along with it a number of graph navigation techniques, that are being used by this approach.

2.1 Polymetric Views

Polymetric views are the starting point of this thesis. The basic concept our visualization techniques will use to layout source code data and enrich it with information. It is solely intended for object-oriented source code data. A polymetric view is a two dimensional visualization in which nodes represent software entities and edges represent relationships between entities. Furthermore a number of metric measurements are mapped onto nodes (and edges). This methodology is called measurement mapping. It should fulfill the representation condition: “if a number \( a \) is bigger than a number \( b \), the graphical representation of \( a \) and \( b \) must preserve this fact” [LD03].

This approach essentially uses metric visualizations to show symptoms of the underlying source code data. The following two tools are both based on this concept.
2.1.1 CodeCrawler

The CodeCrawler is presented by Lanza et al. in [LD03]. It uses rectangles as nodes and maps up to five metrics onto a single node. Figure 2.1 shows how this is done. Both width and height represent a measurement, as well as the color of the node body. In some configurations the location of the node in the view is used to map two additional metric values.

Figure 2.1: Up to five metric values can be mapped on a CodeCrawler node.

The CodeCrawler needs three basic ingredients to generate a polymetric view. A choice of entities and metrics and a third one: a layout. The layout determines how nodes are arranged in a view, for instance if they should be sorted in a specific manner. The list of layout strategies used by the CodeCrawler contains layouts such as tree structures and scatterplots. Figure 2.2 shows a so-called checker distribution of nodes. The entities are sorted according to a specific metric. In this particular case the target entities are attributes. The width and height of the nodes render the number of local accesses and the number of nonlocal accesses, respectively. The color indicates the total number of accesses. In this way, attributes that are never accessed at all, and can therefore be removed, line up in the top row. Attributes, which are heavily accessed are found at the bottom. In addition, attributes that get predominantly nonlocal accesses stand out as very tall nodes — candidates for accessor methods.

Figure 2.2: A polymetric view in CodeCrawler (source: [LD03]).

2.1.2 ArchView

The ArchView approach by Pinzger [Pin05] is also based on the concept of polymetric views. The crucial difference to CodeCrawler is the graphical representation of nodes. Instead of rectangles ArchView uses kiviat diagrams (refer to Figure 2.3 for examples of kiviat diagrams). The advantage of such a representation is the possibility to map considerably more than five metrics onto a single node simultaneously. A benefit, that is actually seldom used. There are cases where metrics
are all of the same “kind” and kiviat diagrams prove their worth. But we will see, that most of the time around four metrics produce views that have stronger interpretations.

Figure 2.3: A view from the ArchView approach (source: [Pin05])

Figure 2.3 shows a detailed modification hotspots view generated by ArchView. Nodes represent files in this view. The rendered metrics are concerned with problem reports, their priority and severity. This reveals how many problems a file was affected by and how severe these problems were.

ArchView introduces a number of strong changes to polymetric views as CodeCrawler uses them. Firstly, there is just one layout in ArchView. The location of the nodes are subject to the user’s wishes and not bound to any metric. Moreover the representation condition of measurement mapping is no longer fulfilled by the complete visualization, since metrics are no longer normalized within a node. This means values can no longer be related within a single node, but still between all the diagrams. We will later on see what consequences this fact has for our visualization.

On the other hand, ArchView adds code releases as a new dimension to the concept.

2.2 Simple Hierarchical Multi-Perspective (SHriMP)

An entirely different approach to reverse engineer large source code data is the SHriMP approach [SWFM97]. When graphs reach a certain size and complexity, navigation techniques become necessary to find your way around. Software systems usually are large and complex and therefore
also yield complex graphs. SHriMP has its focus not on symptoms but on traversing hierarchies and relationships of source code. It uses different navigation strategies to accomplish this goal.

To prevent information overflow by displaying a whole system at once, SHriMP uses *semantic zooming* [HMM00] to hide and reveal information of nodes. This zoom is not applied to the whole view at the same time. You can choose which node to enlarge and show details, with the context of the entity is still visible. This is called fisheye distortion. SHriMP even allows you to focus on different parts of the graph at the same time, to inspect disjoint source code entities.

Figure 2.4 shows different implementations of the SHriMP approach.

**Figure 2.4**: On the left, a SHriMP visualization using the fisheye distortion algorithm (source: [SWFM97]). In the center a newer implementation of SHriMP and on the right as view from Creole, as well using SHriMP (source: [Chi06]).
Chapter 3

Approach

The previous chapter gave a brief insight into some already existing source code visualization techniques. From the beginning our goal was to take the ArchView [Pin05] approach as our starting point and enhance it while integrating it into the Eclipse platform. The ArchView approach has its focus on visualizing source code metrics, as opposed to SHriMP [SWFM97], that basically visualizes whole tree structures and uses zooming, panning and disjoint context focussing to navigate. The ArchView stand-alone implementation is more of a static visualizer. What is left is our contribution, to find out where navigation fits into this concept.

The question we asked ourselves was, how to navigate such large graphs, like software systems usually are? We found most of the answers in the work of Lanza et al. [LD03] and Herman et al. [HMM00].

3.1 Exploring Large Graphs

Software systems are usually very large and a single mind has most of the time difficulties to understand it entirely. That is certainly the case, when you look at the whole system at once. Even other researchers, who committed quite some time in solving this problem have not come up with a satisfactory solution. Storey et al. for instance have presented the SHriMP approach [SWFM97] with the incentive to let the user see the whole system all the time, since this increases the understanding of the whole system. They use fisheye distortion methods to let the user zoom in on specific parts of the system without loosing the connections to the rest. But their approach is not safe from information overflow in the visualization. Some intelligent filtering will be necessary to make this concept useful.

So here is a thought about the exploration of large spaces. Since their vastness is the biggest obstacle in understanding, why let the user see everything and burden him with the difficult task to mentally (or graphically supported) fade out irrelevant information? Being able to see the whole picture all the time certainly helps building a mental map, but since the entire space is not understood at this time, most mental associations will be useless.

There are other strategies to explore such large networks, by continuously fading relevant information in, instead of fading irrelevant facts out. Let us take the World Wide Web for example [HMM00]. It is impossible to behold the whole network at once, but day by day by searching for specific information a user may explore this vast network and start to build a mental map from it, which is solely built from pieces of relevant information. There is no use to know the entire system if all you want to know can be found by a couple of mouse-clicks, just two or three hyperlinks away.
So let us imagine our target software system like a large three dimensional cloud (refer to Figure 3.1). It is impossible to get a grasp of it all from just one viewpoint. Something will always be hidden from view or covered by some other information. A layout alone can not overcome the challenge of revealing the structure of large spaces [HMM00]. We need some kind of navigation to travel around.

The key is to look at the target system from multiple perspectives or viewpoints and hereby gain information step by step. This approach is called \textit{incremental exploration and navigation} and is also presented in the survey by Herman \textit{et al.} [HMM00].

3.2 \textbf{Incremental Exploration and Navigation}

By gaging a system through a sequence of different viewpoints (look at Figure 3.1 to get a general idea), which is essentially the process of \textit{incremental exploration}, the main question is who chooses the next step in the path and how?

There are two possibilities for the who. It is either the user itself, who has all the time complete control over the next step in line, or the computer, that suggests the next view configuration based upon some heuristics, for example. Of course the idea, that there exist specific scenarios of view sequences that lead to the detection of certain code issues is very appealing. It has to be shown if such scenarios emerge during the case study.

This leads us directly to the how. The sequence of views is based on constant decisions. From every viewpoint on the system the user gains a bit of information about the graph. At this point the user must make a decision, where to go next. This decision is at the moment solely based upon the scientific knowledge of the user. He must ponder the information at hand and decide what viewpoint on the system would probably add to his pool of current information. The choices are obviously quite numerous and the decisions all but trivial.

What we learn from this is, that although the exploration paths through the graph are to some degree unforeseeable up front, we can help the user by delivering him viewpoints with a purpose. Views, that are designed with the thought in mind, to shed light on specific aspects of software systems. These views can then be chosen from a catalog whenever needed.

Fortunately, albeit not that much of a surprise, the concept of \textit{polymetric views} [LD03] plays nicely with this approach.
3.3 Polymetric Views

In accordance with the approach of *incremental exploration* we need a layout strategy for the realization of our views. We already gained some insight into the concept of *polymetric views* in the respective related works section. Our approach will make use of a polymetric visualization similar to the one presented in ArchView [Pin05]. The space we are exploring has basically three dimensions: entities, metrics, and releases. On top of that is a fourth one, which are relationships. How all these four characteristics are mapped onto a kiviat diagram is shown in the following.

![Figure 3.2: A sample kiviat diagram, and how the three dimensions are mapped onto it](image)

Figure 3.2 shows how a kiviat diagram might look. One diagram represents an entity, e.g., a class. The spokes — there can be more than four — all show a metric value. Values from different releases are drawn in different colors. Relations between entities are visualized as arcs between diagrams.

**Entities.** Entities, such as classes are the actual subject of interest of our visualization. All metrics are bound to an entity or relate them in a way. Every view must focus on one or more entities. Of course a view may even show all available entities at the same time.

**Metrics.** Metrics describe entities. They are used to gain information about their subject through visual filtering. In other words: highlight interesting entities. All kiviat diagrams shown at the same time are drawn with identical metric configuration. Moreover values are normalized for each metric over all entities. So keep in mind that a maximum value on two different views must not necessarily be the same absolute value. Deductions must be made primarily from visual features and are restricted to one view at a time. Additionally, a minimum value prevents the diagram from cluttering in the center. Values on the smaller circle in the center are therefore to be interpreted as zero values.

**Releases.** For every metric and entity there might be one or more releases present. Multiple release values can be drawn on the same metric axis in different colors. This enables users to get
a grasp at the change over time an entity has made.

**Relationships.** A further, in a way different kind of dimension are relations. Exploration can also be achieved by navigating entities through their associations to other subjects. By displaying neighbor entities, small compounds of closely related or tightly coupled entities can be shown and further investigated.

Depending on the data at hand there can be a huge number of metrics available. It is the selection of specific configurations that yield interesting results. It is all about adjusting the parameters of a view in a way to visually highlight entities with interesting qualities. The parameters are, like listed above, the choice of entities, the selection and order of metrics and releases. With this in mind, there is a strong incentive to create or rather design view configurations that have a specific purpose, e.g. revealing especially large entities or unusually strong coupled ones. Such predefined views or presets can then be used to ease navigation of an unknown system.

This can be done in one of two different ways. A user may start with a preset view, a hotspot for instance, search for extremely large classes and then adjust the view settings, adding other metrics or removing some — in thereby generating new views — to find out more about this class and its neighborhood. On the other hand, preset views can be used as part of a utility belt, purposeful instruments that can perform specific tasks when needed. Tasks such as revealing provider or consumer entities.

The upcoming sections goal is just that. Presenting a set of preset views, maybe the first few in a larger catalog to come.

### 3.4 Preset Views Concept

Preset views help to gain insight into an known or unknown software project in a short time. It is a way of navigation through the code by applying specific preset views to the project to find hotspots. These can then be investigated from another angle (using other views, or by manipulating metrics) or analyzed on source code level.

Part of this thesis is to compose a set of such views, describe their intended usage, and later test them during the case study. It was our intention to reuse some of the views already discussed by Pinzger [Pin05] and Lanza *et al.* [LD03]. However, the pool of metrics available to us is not the same as the one used in those references. Obviously standardized views can only exist with standardized metrics at hand. Therefore the preset views described here are adaptations or new views from scratch.

You will notice that most of the preset views use only four metrics at a time. You might wonder why that is, since kiviat diagrams were primarily chosen due to their ability to show more than three or five metrics (the maximum number of metrics used by Lanza’s approach). There are specific tasks, where a number greater than five metrics is very useful. But we gathered, that four metrics at a time yield more concise views that enable stronger interpretations.
3.5 Preset View Catalog

The following catalog of preset views follows a specific layout. Every preset starts with a description of its purpose, the source code aspects it tries to reveal. This is followed by the configuration of the view, namely the chosen metrics and their ordering. Note, that the number in brackets represents the index of the metric in the diagram pictures. Finally, characteristic diagram patterns, that help the user identify interesting entities, are described and interpreted.

**Note:** Keep in mind, when you try to deduce information from a view, that you cannot compare two metrics within a single kiviat diagram. You can only compare the same metric over all displayed diagrams. Within one kiviat a relative value of 0.5 on a metric axis can be any kind of absolute value, depending on other values of the same metric in other kiviat diagrams. It is a common mistake to look at a kiviat diagram and make a judgement like: “There are significantly more attributes than methods in this class”. Just because, there is a peak in this diagram in the attributes metric, this must not be true. It can even be the other way round, so beware.

This list provides descriptions to all class metrics used in the following preset views.

### Table 3.1: Table of Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in_invokesnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of method invocations to this entity from all other entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in_accessesnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of field accesses to this entity from all other entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in_overridesnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of methods of this entity that are overridden by any children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in InheritsnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of children of this entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out_invokesnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of methods this entity invokes in any other entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out_accessesnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of fields this entity accesses in any other entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out_overridesnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of methods overridden by this entity from any parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out InheritsnrRelsDirect</td>
<td>Number of parents of this entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagix_ClMemCl</td>
<td>Number of class members (inner classes) of this entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagix_ClMemFnc</td>
<td>Number of functions of this entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagix_ClMemTyp</td>
<td>Number of type definitions of this entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagix_ClMemVar</td>
<td>Number of variables of this entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>Total lines of code of this entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.1 Provider/Consumer View

**Aspect.** This view distinguishes between entities that predominantly provide functionality or consume it. Thus, library classes or typical data storage objects can be revealed.

**Configuration.**

(0) in_invokesnrRelsDirect
(1) in_accessesnrRelsDirect
(2) out_invokesnrRelsDirect
(3) out_accessesnrRelsDirect

**Interpretation.** In general, classes with neither incoming accesses nor invocations are typical library classes or any kind of class that is close to the top of the system and is called from outside,
meaning a higher situated framework that is not inside the scope of the data.

**Figure 3.3:** The left diagram shows a typical data consumer, the right one a data storage object.

Figure 3.3 reveals direct field accesses. A practice that is not exactly a bad smell, but rises at least considerable suspicion [FBB+99]. The graph on the left shows an entity that accesses variables directly, a data consumer. The diagram on the right shows a typical data storage object. An object with non-encapsulated fields that are accesses directly. An object that is definitely worth a closer look.

**Figure 3.4:** The left diagram shows a typical consumer of functionality. The right graphic depicts a provider.

The left diagram in Figure 3.4 shows a consumer of functionality. At this point we do not know what kind of services it consumes or from which other objects. Functions, procedures or data via a getter method. On the right is the equivalent provider. We do not know what kind of methods are invoked from this entity. Showing the neighborhood of invocations could yield additional information at this point.

In Figure 3.5 we see heavy consumers and providers, that peak in both aspects, accesses and invocations. The left diagram is once again a consumer, the right one a provider. Again both entities have peaks in the access-metric, what makes them somewhat smelly, due to non-encapsulated fields.

Finally, Figure 3.6 shows some extreme members of this preset view. The entity on the left is probably dead code, since there are neither incoming nor outgoing accesses or invocations. Although, there is a slight chance, that it is a class implementing an interface (and solely has implemented methods). Such invocations can only be determined at runtime, therefore only measurements of static relationships make it into the database. The pure opposite can be seen in the center. Probably a rare member in good designed software, once again due to the flaws coming from the access peaks. Without those, as shown by the diagram on the very right, an entity
3.5 Preset View Catalog

3.5.2 Roots/Leaves View

Aspect. This view has its focus on inheritance. You can identify entities that are part of parent/child relationships and on which side of this relation they stand.

Configuration.

(0) in OverridesNrRelsDirect
(1) in InheritsNrRelsDirect
(2) out OverridesNrRelsDirect
(3) out InheritsNrRelsDirect

Interpretation. Since not every programming language supports multiple inheritance, that is inheritance from more than one parent, it can be quite natural to have many entities having full peaks in out InheritsRelsDirect. For programming languages, like Java, that know only single inheritance, this metric is binary.

Figure 3.7 shows entities that are leaves in the inheritance hierarchy of the system in scope, since they have one or more parents but no children. The entity on the left has an additional peak in overridden methods from its parents. Entities that show an especially massive amount of overriding might be indicators for bad designs.
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Figure 3.7: Leaves of the inheritance tree

Figure 3.8: Roots of the inheritance tree

Figure 3.8 on the other hand shows roots in the hierarchy. They have no parents but inherit to children. Once again the left graph has an additional peak. It indicates how many methods are being overridden by children of this entity. Peaks in overriding can again be signs for inappropriate design structures.

Figure 3.9 shows two very different members of this view. The first on the left is definitely an entity that simply has inheritance relationships of any kind. The entity on the right however seems to be right in the middle of inheritance. It has parents as well as children. Entities like that are always worth a closer look, since such massive inheritance and overriding makes for a very complex subject and complex goes most of the time hand in hand with vulnerability to errors.

3.6 Concluding Thoughts

While playing around with the metrics at hand and fathom possible useful preset views, we felt the urge to relate metrics within single kiviat diagrams. The relation between two metrics, for instance how long is the average method in this entity, cannot be displayed, when you only got metric values for the number of methods and the length of the file. Basically it is a lack of metrics. Although these metric values could be calculated and added to the pool without much difficulties, there might be an easier solution. One that may also open up lots of new possibilities.

The current normalizing algorithm compares every single metric over all displayed kiviat diagram. For further implementations we should consider the addition of a second normalizer, that just compares values within single kiviat diagrams. This would allow the direct comparison of metrics within a single entity and allow for additional aspects to be visualized. For instance,
show the relation between the number of attributes and methods. Entities with twice as much methods as attributes might be data storage objects, that have a getter and a setter method for every attribute. Such object could easily be identified by visualizing this relation. Until now, peaks are pretty much everything you can look for. But given these changes, rifts between metrics would be able to be interpreted.

In fact, we are back to the representation condition, that we already mentioned earlier in the related work section. This simple rule does not apply in its entirety to our approach, only to the same metric values from each kiviat diagram. Within a single node, relations between metrics cannot be interpreted. Changing this principle by normalizing every metric and diagram gives new possibilities, as stated above, but also creates room for a new kind of misinterpretation. Not every two or more metrics can be sensibly related. There could arise a strong temptation for users to compare apples and oranges.

Since the ”playing around” with metric configurations logically happened after the implementation was done, this proposition did not make it into the final release. But might be considered as future addition.
Chapter 4

Implementation

An integral part of this thesis is the implementation of our approach as an Eclipse plug-in. We call it the Kiviat Navigator.

4.1 Integration

It is part of the thesis description to integrate our tool into the Eclipse environment\(^1\) as a plug-in. And this with good reason. The Eclipse environment has an extensive plug-in infrastructure and is widely used as an integrated development environment for software projects. It makes sense, that users have their tools right where they are working everyday.

![Diagram of Kiviat Navigator's integration into Eclipse environment](image)

**Figure 4.1:** This chart shows how the Kiviat Navigator is embedded into the Eclipse environment and where data comes from. Components in faded grey are not currently used by our implementation, but show the envisioned goal.

The Kiviat Navigator relies on data, that differs according to the project to be analyzed and changes constantly while the project is under development. Before metrical values find their

\(^1\)http://www.eclipse.org
way to the final database they are parsed from the project repository and converted into FAMIX [SDT99], a meta model for representation of object-oriented source code data. Figure 4.1 gives you an overview how the neighborhood of the Kiviat Navigator looks like.

This task was intended to be accomplished by the Metric Exporter by Hanimann [Han06]. Another Eclipse plug-in, that would have enabled us to create the necessary model data dynamically. Unfortunately the Metric Exporter did not reach the final state of implementation until the end of our project time. Hence, the current version of the Kiviat Navigator can only visualize specifically prepared data pools.

4.2 Requirements

The description of the incremental exploration strategy in the previous chapter leads us to the following requirements of our plug-in.

We basically need two things. A layout strategy, that allows the generation of flexible views and a navigation strategy. For the layout we will make use of the ArchView approach. This means basically a migration of the KiviatVisualizer [Pin05] to the Eclipse platform. In accordance with our thoughts in the last chapter, the choice of exploration paths will reside with the user for now. Although there is a strong potential for the tool to support specific exploration scenarios to assist the user, the plug-in will not suggest such paths at the moment. However, there must be the possibility to choose from a pool of preset views.

Additionally, we need a way of choosing one or more entities as our subjects in focus. And we need facilities for selection and configuration of metrics and releases.

4.3 System Setup

The following tools and libraries have been used to develop the Kiviat Navigator.

Eclipse Platform for Plug-in Development. Eclipse SDK comes with integrated plug-in development support and uses the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT). The usage of yFiles (see description below), which uses the Java Swing Framework forces us to use the SWT_AWT bridge class. Since this feature is currently not supported on macintosh platforms, keep in mind that you are restricted to development on linux or windows.

PostgreSQL Database. An open source relational database system².

Hibernate. In accordance with other projects in our research team, hibernate³ is used as data access layer and query engine.

FAMIX. Data is mapped from the database to FAMIX entities. A meta model for source code data [SDT99].

yFiles. yFiles⁴ is a Java graphics library, with extensive features in graph visualizations.

---

²http://www.postgresql.org
³http://www.hibernate.org
4.4 Kiviat Navigator Overview

The Kiviat Navigator adds a new perspective to the Eclipse environment, consisting of two new views and an editor. The editor handles the visualization of kiviat diagrams. While the two views, the HierarchyView and MetricsView, allow configuration of said visualization.

Figure 4.2: The HierarchyView shows all entities available for visualization

The HierarchyView, as shown in Figure 4.2, presents the user with all available entities. Currently a TreeViewer handles the layout and entities, such as packages and classes are distinguished. This view is obviously still very raw, it just gives basic functionality to use the tool. For future enhancement of the tool, this view should be switched with a project explorer native to the project language.

Figure 4.3: The MetricView allows selection of metrics

The MetricView, presented in Figure 4.3, allows the configuration of metrics. Select or deselect any metric to add or remove it from the active kiviat visualization. To change the order of displayed metrics use the arrow buttons (refer to Figure 3.2 as to how metrics are drawn in a kiviat diagram).

The afore mentioned preset views can also be chosen here. Open the drop down menu to access all available presets.
Note: In similar design, the ReleaseView would be found here, as a second view frame in the folder. Most modules already implement functionality for the visualization of multiple release data. Unfortunately, during the final implementation no data pools with multiple release data was available to us, so this functionality was never tested and therefore did not make it into the final release.

Finally, the kiviat diagrams are visualized inside the editor space. The editor is dynamically updated whenever the user changes something. Adding or removing entities, adding or removing metrics or changing their order will cause the editor to be updated.

Performance Issues: During the whole implementation we worked with a relatively small amount of data. So performance was never really an issue. All hibernate queries and data handling was implemented straight forward without giving a second thought to performance, which is of course in perfect agreement with the credo of first do it right and tune it later. However, when we migrated to the considerably larger Mozilla database (refer to the case study for more information) performance hit us like a hammer. We have not yet determined where exactly most speed is lost. It remains future work to be done.

4.5 Kiviat Navigator Architecture

Let us take a brief look beneath the surface of the Kiviat Navigator. The whole implementation stays relatively close to the Eclipse framework. There are no extraordinary design patterns involved that might let the software engineers heart beat faster. Nevertheless we will pick a few aspects from the design and describe them in more detail. At least the guy, who will continue the implementation of the Kiviat Navigator might be happy to get some insight on how things work inside, before he writes, hopefully, a better version of it.

Figure 4.4: This is a simplified graph of the components involved in the Kiviat Navigator. The modules with thicker black borders contain multiple classes, which mostly are members of model-view-control patterns.

Figure 4.4 shows the basic relations between the components of the Kiviat Navigator. The com-
ponents with the thick borders are conglomerates of multiple classes, but all direct extensions or implementations of Eclipse framework classes. MetricView and HierarchyView are both Eclipse views and KiviatEditor is a MultiPageEditor. All three are strongly coupled with the framework. If you need closer information about their inner workings we recommend [CR06].

4.5.1 KiviatContainer and KiviatContainerGenerator

KiviatContainers are the most central data objects in this implementation. They contain every information necessary for a single kiviat diagram to be drawn. This is basically a hashtable with metric names as keys and an array of doubles for values (an array, since there might be more than one release). Additionally a name is remembered as label.

Depending on the programming language we inspect, these KiviatContainers must be created from different kinds of entities. To preempt this problem we delegate the creation of our object to a factory. Whenever the creation of KiviatContainers is necessary the call will be routed via an implementation of IKiviatContainerGenerator. The implementation depends on the source code language of our data.

This interface contains only one simple method:

```java
public interface IKiviatContainerGenerator {
    public KiviatContainer createKiviatContainer(
        Object kiviatObject,
        String[] attributes, //list of attributes to be loaded
        String[] releases); //list of releases to be loaded
}
```

Listing 4.1: IKiviatContainerGenerator

You will notice that this method asks for a java.lang.Object instance as input. In a perfect world we would have used customized subclasses of hibernate objects. In this way, we could have stored every bit of information needed for our visualization inside our data object at the time of its creation, during the hibernate query. Unfortunately a procedure like this, would involve changing the famix model entities. We decided to leave these classes with their pristine existence and chose the way generating a fresh object for every database entity. The performance issue here is no singularity. The same wrapping mechanism is also used in other parts of the system. The MetricListing classes, for instance, are generated to suit the needs of the MetricView and are created for all the metrics available. Concluding one might say, there is definitely room for performance improvement in this part.

4.5.2 IKiviatContainerNormalizer and KiviatMaxNormalizer

Before KiviatContainers can be drawn on screen, they need to be normalized. We want them all to have equal size and furthermore the metric values for each and every metric must be normalized in a way, to allow comparision.

The KiviatMaxNormalizer computes the maxima for each metric from all KiviatContainers and normalizes the respective values accordingly. This computation generates a set of kiviat diagrams that can be compared by their metrics.

A striking performance issue cannot be overseen at this point. Whenever we change the smallest part of the visualization; add or remove a metric or an entity. We will be forced to compute a large part of the visualization anew, if not everything from scratch. For instance, adding a metric to the existing configuration will just cause the computation of that single metric for all Kiviat-Containers, but nonetheless every container must be refreshed, since adding an axis to the diagram
will change the angles. Now this was the happy case. Should the user decide to add an entity
to the visualization, every metric value of every KiviatContainer will need to be computed and
drawn again.

4.5.3 KiviatNodeRealizer

This is where we actually touch the yFiles libraries. The KiviatFrame harbors a instance of Graph2D-
View, which is the core of our yFiles visualization. The Graph2DView needs a NodeRealizer that
knows how nodes should be displayed. This is where we extend the framework. The KiviatN-
odeRealizer extends the yFiles NodeRealizer and implements drawing of the kiviat graphs. On a
closer look, the KiviatNodeRealizer only provides drawing routines for the kiviat diagram grid.
No actual drawing happens there. There are further distinguished child classes that handle the
actual drawing. The only working subclass of KiviatNodeRealizer at this point of time is the
SolidKiviatNodeRealizer.
Chapter 5

Mozilla Case Study

In the Mozilla case study we focus on analyzing the classes that implement the content and layout handling of the Mozilla\(^1\) web browser 1.7. In total, we get 2786 classes. It is an unfortunate fact, that the current version of the Kiviat Navigator is unable to process such a massive amount of entities at once in a reasonable timeframe. And since we cannot visualize the whole lot of classes in smaller groups — this would distort our results, as metric measurements will be normalized with different maxima — we decided to apply our approach to a subset of all entities.

5.1 Approach

Given the subset of entities, we apply preset views as tools to reveal bad smells or characteristic classes. Whenever we find such interesting entities, that resemble a pattern from our catalog or otherwise show interesting features, we mark them. After analyzing one view, we make a decision what view to apply next, based on the findings of the last one. We also have the possibility to extend views to gain additional information and hereby get a grasp at the true identity of the entities in scope. We remove markings when we think we identified a class’ true face and consider it “harmless”. All classes that show disturbing qualities will be added to a list for closer inspection. Along the way we make statements concerning the usability of our approach and the views we used.

5.2 Investigation

We focus on a small set of entities, chosen by the mere similarity of having the string “nsXML” in their class name. This selection yields a pool of fourteen classes, that implement parts of the browsers XML functionality. All of them unknown to us at this point, only their name might give us an indication of their role in the system.

Hotspot View.

For starters we decide to generate a view that has its focus on pure size metrics. Lines of code (length), number of methods (imagix_CIMemFnc), number of attributes (imagix_CIMemVar), number of type definitions (imagix_CIMemTyp), and number of internal classes (imagix_CIMemCl) will do for now. This first view is actually a very simple hotspot view, adapted from [Pin05] and [LD03].

\(^1\)Mozilla source code is written in C++.
Figure 5.1: A simplified System Hotspot View [Pin05][LD03]. The metrics are the following: (0) imagix_ClMemVar, (1) imagix_ClMemTyp, (2) imagix_ClMemFnc, (3), imagix_ClMemCl, (4) length.

Figure 5.1 shows the results of this configuration in the Kiviat Navigator. There are the obvious eye-catchers, highlighted with faded grey circles, nsXMLHttpRequest at the bottom of the second column and nsXMLContentSink at the top of the same column. Both classes have the highest peaks in one or more metric values. The class nsXMLHttpRequest actually peaks in every metric shown. We have to keep in mind, that we just look at part of the whole system. Hence, we do not know how large the other existing classes are. There is even the chance that all other entities of our selection are extraordinary small, thus letting our god class suspect appear bigger than it actually is. In this case nsXMLHttpRequest has a total of 71 members, of which 53 are functions and 16 are attributes. Nonetheless, an entity like that is definitely worth a closer look. The class nsXMLContentSink shines in similar ways as nsXMLHttpRequest: Extraordinary large number of lines of code and variables.

Additionally we highlighted three classes that show large numbers of methods, but otherwise not extreme values at all. These are marked with faded grey square overlays.

At this point we gained some information about the entities in our pool, but we cannot make
any strong deductions yet. And there is definitely more to be known, so we decided to look at our selection from another perspective.

**Provider/Consumer View.**

We change to the Provider/Consumer View, a preset view, whose features we already discussed in the preset view catalog (refer to section 3.5 for more information).

![Figure 5.2: Provider/Consumer View. The metrics are the following: (0) in invokesnrRelsDirect, (1) in accessesnrRelsDirect, (2) out invokesnrRelsDirect, (3), out accessesnrRelsDirect.](image)

The Provider/Consumer View might shed some light on our marked classes and what their purpose in the system is. Figure 5.2 shows all entities from this viewpoint. The first class that gets our attention here is NameSpaceDecl, marked with the faded grey circle. According to our catalog of patterns it is a typical data storage object and therefore a bad smell. A short look at the source code proves us right.

typedef struct {
    nsString mPrefix;
    nsString mURI;
};
The class has three non-encapsulated fields, that are heavily accessed from other classes. At least we know, it is a small member of the system, since it did not get our attention in the hotspot analysis, and it might be accessed solely within a single class. At this point analyzing the relationships’ accesses is necessary to get further information.

There are two other classes that shine through direct field accesses; both marked with the square overlay. The class nsXMLContentSink reveals a consumer existence. The high amount of outgoing access relationships can also be considered a bad smell. This is also the second time this class shows up on top of the pile. So far we know: nsXMLContentSink is huge and accesses a high amount of non-encapsulated variables. An entity we should consider putting on the list for closer inspection, along with nsXMLDocument, another class with a peak in outgoing access relationships.

From the last view we remembered the three classes with an extraordinary number of methods. In this view we see, that two of them are typical consumers of functionality, and since none of them are accessed in any kind of way, they are most likely library classes. There is probably nothing wrong with them. Many methods go along with high flexibility, which is usually the way people want libraries.

The third of the former three classes shows incoming relationships. This seems to be a controller class with a high amount of method delegation. Listing 5.2 shows two example methods from nsXMLProcessingInstruction. We see that most methods in this class are delegators to nsGenericDOMDataNode, which confirms our assumption.

```cpp
GetData(nsAString& aData)
{
    return nsGenericDOMDataNode::GetData(aData);
}

SetNodeValue(const nsAString& aNodeValue)
{
    return nsGenericDOMDataNode::SetNodeValue(aNodeValue);
}
```

Listing 5.2: Two method examples from nsXMLProcessingInstruction

Another striking revelation is the fact, that our supposed god class nsXMLHttpRequest shrank into non-existence from this perspective. There are no invocations or accesses in or out from this entity. A small amount of outgoing accesses are made, which does not make us any happier about this class. This seems to be a giant class using no one and used by no one. Since we need definitely more information a third view is applied.

**Roots/Leaves View.**

The Roots/Leaves view reveals certain inheritance features of our entities.

Figure 5.3 shows our pool of entities once again from another viewpoint. This time inheritance and overriding. We see, that there are multiple entities that participate in a parent-child relationship and two that are no subject to inheritance whatsoever. There are two classes that show a high amount of overriding. The one with most, nsXMLElement, counts 53 overrides. Furthermore, the two classes marked with grey squares are heavily integrated into inheritance structure. Both are worth a closer look.
5.3 Summary

Table 5.1 lists all the classes we deemed worth a closer look.

What have we learned from this short investigation? First, we were able to identify at least three classes that can be considered bad smell. Moreover, we have another two classes on the list that are worth to be inspected in more detail. We think it is safe to assume that the preset views were able to reveal specific aspects of the software, although we were limited in many
Table 5.1: Table of Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nsXMLHttpRequest</td>
<td>Exceptionally large — probably doing too much itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsXMLContentSink</td>
<td>Exceptionally large, with a high amount of outgoing accesses (bad smell). Additionally subject to multiple inheritance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NameSpaceDecl</td>
<td>Its non-encapsulated fields are frequently accessed, which is a bad smell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsXMLDocument</td>
<td>Outgoing direct field accesses (bad smell). Strongly knitted into inheritance structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsXMLProcessingInstruction</td>
<td>Strongly knitted into inheritance structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsXMLElement</td>
<td>High amount of overriding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dimensions. These shortcomings are in fact possibilities and benefits that may yet be reaped by enhancing the Kiviat Navigator.

The explorations paths are clearly ambiguous and the decision what view to apply after a first or a second perspective is all but trivial. The choices have to be made by software engineers and specific scenarios, that might be of general use, have not yet been found.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

We started our thesis by taking a look at different concepts of information visualization. We learned that, although, the geometric aspects of source code data simplifies graph representation, the visualization of such large and complex structures is all but easy. Even a fine programmed algorithm will reach its limits. Inevitably, the time will come, when the information pool gets so large, that static layout techniques cannot cope with the challenge anymore. Navigation and Exploration concepts are necessary to give control of the data back to the user.

During the analysis of related work, we see how other tools, such as SHriMP, approaches these problems. They combined several different navigation strategies to give the user a maximum of flexibility, while still letting him see the whole system all the time. An approach that has its benefits, but proved to be not very applicable to our ground work, since our focus lies on metric comparison and not primarily on the visualization of hierarchic structures.

The concept of incremental exploration appealed to us. It is a navigation technique suited for especially vast systems, that cannot be beheld in just one glimpse. A fitting strategy at a point in the analysis of a software system, where the focus lies on the revelation of specific problems and not the visualization of everything, including completely “healthy” source code. There are plenty of good tools out there that help in understanding the hierarchical aspects of program structure. SHriMP for example, as well as the Eclipse development environment already provide a nice set of reverse engineering functionalities.

Having found our way of navigating, our focus shifted to the covering of view configurations. A task, that proved to be more difficult than anticipated. Even though basic views were already presented in the works of Lanza et al. [LD03] and Pinzger [Pin05]. The set of metrics available to us diverged from the others. We lacked the existence of composite metrics and were therefore limited to simple views, that focus mainly on visualizing maxima and not relations. We further discovered that our visualization implemented the representation condition only to a certain limit. This made it impossible to create preset views, that have their focus on metric relations within entities. Although, we must say, that this shortfall of flexibility is actually a future possibility that should be evaluated in detail. The changes necessary to open up our implementation to this concept are probably small ones.

The configuration of views leads directly to the configuration of view transitions. Obviously the idea of standardized exploration paths, using these views, is very tempting. We are sure such scenarios must exist, but the means to produce and evaluate them were not given during this thesis. We suggest a study, where different users analyze software systems, using the Kiviat Navigator and write down the decisions they have made and paths they have taken to reveal specific code symptoms. Such an effort could yield common ways of analyzing software, such as standardized exploration paths, that could ease the process of reverse engineering further.

Concluding, we think our approach describes a suitable way of exploring source code data,
with the use of kiviat graphs. The implementation of our approach is definitely not the end of the line, but leaves open every possibility.

6.1 Contribution

In this thesis, we described an approach to investigate and navigate source code data. We evaluated the implementation of this approach and were able to show, that beneficial results can be found by it. This was done by starting a catalog of standardized measurement mapping configurations and analyzing the characteristic emergent patterns of these views. The sequential appliance of these views to a target software system leads to a increasing knowledge about entities. Having information of an entity from more than one perspective can rule “harmless” members out and also strengthen the evidence of potentially bad designed classes.

Additionally, we developed a basic framework for kiviat graph visualization for the Eclipse platform, which we evaluated with a sample code investigation. The tool can be further enhanced in the future.

6.2 Outlook

On-going and future work is concerned with the following items:

- Our catalog of preset views is far from complete. New metrics and relations will open up new possibilities for revealing additional code symptoms. A systematical approach to the topic, that creates a library of views and pattern interpretations could be a way of further enhance our knowledge in this field and at the same time gain useful tools, that can directly be evaluated in the field.

- Like mentioned in the last section, sequences that identify more complex structures within source code data are of considerable interest. The identification of such common exploration paths might also lead to useful material.
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